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Religious Freedom Expert Stephen
Carter To Speak At Commencement
Yale Professor of Law Stephen L. Carter, one of
the nation’s most celebrated experts on religious
freedom, will receive an honorary doctor of laws
degree and speak at the 137th commencement at
Bates College.
In her first commencement exercise as Bates
College president, Elaine Tuttle Hansen will con¬
fer bachelor’s degrees on approximately 450 sen¬
iors at 10 a.m. Monday, May 26, in an outdoor
ceremony on the historic quad in front of Coram
Library. In the event of rain, graduation exercises
will be held in the nearby Merrill Gymnasium.
Joining Carter as honorary degree recipients
will be former Bates president Donald W.
Harward, United Nations Children’s Fund
Executive Director Carol Bellamy and Harvard
Medical School heart research pioneer Eugene
Braunwald.
The William Nelson Cromwell Professor of
Law at Yale, Stephen L. Carter has helped to
shape national debate on issues ranging from the
role of religion in American politics to the impact
of integrity and civility upon our daily lives. The
New York Times has called him one of the coun¬
try’s leading public intellectuals. Bom in
Washington, D.C., Carter attended the public
schools of Washington, New York City, and
Ithaca, N.Y. He received his bachelor’s degree
from Stanford and his law degree from Yale.
Before joining the Yale faculty in 1982, he served
as a clerk first for the United States Court of
Appeals and later for Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall. A teacher of constitutional
law, contracts, intellectual property, law and reli¬
gion, legal ethics, and law and science, Carter is
also a critically acclaimed novelist and nonfiction
writer on subjects including affirmative action and
the judicial confirmation process. His nonfiction,
such as the bestseller The Culture of Disbelief:
How American Law and Politics Trivialize
Religious Devotion (1993), Civility: Manners,
Morals, and the Etiquette of Democracy (1998),

and
Reflections
of
An
Affirmative Action Baby (1991)
have won praise from across the
political spectrum, from Anna
Quindlen,
Marian
Wright
Edelman, and former President
Bill Clinton, to William Buckley
and the late John Cardinal
O’Connor. Carter’s first novel,
The Emperor of Ocean Park
(2002) explores the worlds of
family and law. The first non¬
theologian to receive the
Louisville-Grawemeyer Award
in religion, he is a member of the
American Law Institute, a fellow
of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, and a trustee
of the Aspen Institute, where he
moderates seminars for execu¬
tives and political leaders on values-based leadership. Published
widely in law reviews and the
popular press, he has provided
commentary on such television
shows as Nightline, The News
Hour with Jim Lehrer, and Face
the Nation.
Carol Bellamy told an inter¬
viewer in 2000: “I believe that
the world is the power of many,
not just the power of one, and
you can become more powerful Yale Professor of Law and religious freedom expert,
if you’re able to engage others Stephen Carter, will speak at Bates’ 2003 com¬
and bring them along with you,”
mencement and receive and honorary degree from
During nearly eight years as
the college.
executive director of the
UNICEF, Bellamy has done just that. Arguing that
every child; ensuring that all girls and boys
poverty can be reduced and the world can be
receive a quality basic education; reducing the
made more secure only if children are allowed to
spread of HIV/AIDS and its impact on youth; progrow in health, peace, and dignity, Bellamy’s
UNICEF has five key priorities: immunizing
See COMMENCEMENT, p. 6

Dean James Carignan Reflects On 33
Years At Bates As Retirement Nears
by JASON HIRSCHHORN
DEPUTY EDITOR
For the last 33 years, Dean James Carignan
has both served Bates and pushed the College
forward, asking important and difficult ques¬
tions of students and the College as an institu¬
tion. To know Dean Carignan, is to know
someone who lives and breathes Bates, but
who also understands that Bates is a part of a
larger community. Dean Carignan is an educa¬
tor who is as concerned with his own continued
growth and learning as he is with that of his
students. He has helped to extend the recipro¬
cal relationship between Bates and Lewiston
both through his role as Dean of the College
and as a City Councilor. He first came to Bates
as a freshman from Laconia, New Hampshire
in the fall of 1957. He graduated in 1961 with
a degree in history. He returned in 1970 as
Dean and professor of history. This com¬
mencement will be Dean Carignan’s last as an
official member of the administration as he is
retiring this year, but it will not, to be sure, be
his last as a member of the Bates family. Here
in his own thoughtful words are his feelings as
he begins to embark on a new phase of his life.
Why Now?
I remember Milton Lindholm [a former Dean
of Admissions] saying to me many years ago,

‘When I’m 65 make sure I’m out of here, it’s
important for an institution to have new blood.’
I’ll be 65 in August of next year. It just makes
sense. .. .1 don’t think I’m going to be sitting on
the back porch in a rocking chair. .. .I’m going
to be doing other things. .. .1 remember saying

to Sally [Carignan’s wife], ‘I don’t know how
I’m going to stand it when I can’t do this any¬
more.’ I’ve reached a point where it’s okay, it
feels right. :..I have seven grandchildren and
and another coming in October. ... I want to do
some writing, get involved in local politics in
Harpswell [current residence]. ...I want to
write about the wonderful story of my heart
transplant.
What brought you back to Bates after being a
student?
...I had just taken a job in the history depart¬
ment of Kenyon College in Ohio.
...The
whole family was sick and I happened to get a
letter in Gambier from the President of Bates,
Hadley Reynolds, asking me to consider a
position entitled Dean of Men at Bates. I wrote
back saying I was not interested. I wanted to
use my position as alumnus to encourage Bates
to do away with Dean of Men and Women as
Deans in Residence and Deans as strictly disci¬
plinarians and move towards a more inclusive
idea of Deans. The President called me and
said I really want to you to come. My wife said
go ahead, go check it out. .. .1 came back and
really got inspired by a College that had decid¬
ed to be progressive and move itself to the

Dean of the College James Carignan.

See CARIGNAN p. 7

$1 Million Gift To
Bates Funds The
Robert J.
Branham Scholars
Program
A $1 million gift from an anonymous
donor to Bates College has endowed The
Robert J. Branham Scholars Program,
providing full, need-based scholarships
in memory of the mentorship and per¬
sonal friendship of this revered profes¬
sor of rhetoric and director of debate.
The Robert J. Branham Scholars Fund
will provide up to one full comprehen¬
sive-fee scholarship each year, with
additional income used for partial schol¬
arships and one $250 Coach’s Debate
Prize each semester. Whenever possible,
these scholarships will be awarded to
Maine students with a preference given
to active members of the debate team or
to incoming first-year students who
have expressed an interest in debate.
The $250 prizes will recognize individ¬
ual excellence in overall performance,
presentation, special effort, improve¬
ment or support for the team and its
ideals.
“This is a special gift, reflecting the
lasting impact of a faculty member who
gave so much during his lifetime and the
echoing generosity of one Bates student
who is now providing for future genera¬
tions to share in the legacy,” said Bates
President Elaine Tuttle Hansen.
Branham died in 1998 at the age of 45.
Born in Bremerton, Wash., and raised in
Oklahoma City, Okla., Branham was a
Lewiston resident and recognized schol¬
ar who revitalized a historic debate pro¬
gram at Bates over 25-years and led the
team to many national and international
honors. Loved and admired by his stu¬
dents and colleagues, he influenced
many who crossed his path.
One such student was Internet entre¬
preneur Joel Bines, Bates Class of 1992.
Early in his Bates career, Bines was “a
perfectly happy B student and a mid¬
dling baseball player.” That changed
when Branham began encouraging Bines
to take up debate. One day, Bines
remembers, “Bob stopped me in the
Quad and said, ‘We’re having a meeting
right now, just come with me.’ From the
day I started debating, my life at Bates
changed. When you’re successful at
something, it’s a confidence-builder.”

See BRAHHAM, p. 7
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2004 Elections
Read Max Bergman’s article on the impor¬
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Look To The End

Editor’s Column

How does one sum up an entire year? To sit down, and in
800 words or less attempt to describe and critique the myriad
of events and happenings to a community of 1500 people is
near impossible. To focus too heavily on the major events
we’ve seen means to deny reference to the countless little
things that truly make up a college experience, and vice versa.
And yet, this is the task given to the Student, as this is our
final issue of the year. Thus, this is the last editorial of the
year, and so is a last chance to make some sense of the past
seven months, and a final chance to describe the Bates College
“scene” as it truly is. To sum up the events of one’s existence
in time and space is a timeless task, one which far greater
minds than the Student editorial staff have grappled with for
thousands of years.
The great Athenian philosopher Solon once said, “Look to
the end,” and this was his attempt to simplify the monumental
task of summing up the greatness of one’s life. To determine
if we’ve lived a good life, or if we’ve wasted the time we are
given here, one must look to the end and describe what we see.
Standing at the “end of the road,” so to speak, and looking at
ourselves at that very moment as a final work borne from our
experience: are we happy, or not? It greatly simplifies things,
for sure.
But, in addition, Solon’s wisdom imparts deeper meaning. It
is human nature to dwell on those stunning negative events
that befall us, and to glorify the positive events that bless us.
College is no exception; we can all remember the pain of the
loss of a great friend or loved one, and we also remember that
one great party where time seemed to stop solely for the pur¬
pose of having a great time. No one can deny the importance
of these memories. However, our college careers are more
than these vivid recollections; life is about those small, mun¬
dane moments where you step back and take a long, deep look
around you and realize what a precious thing our four years in
college truly are.
In this sense, college is less about those detailed moments,
and more about the thousands of little ones that happen every
day on this campus. College is about looking up from your
book at 4:00 in the morning in Pettengill Hall during finals
week and seeing 50 other Batesies around you, it’s about
spending time with a young child at Longley, it’s about Frisbee
during Short Term, it’s about you and your 10 best buddies sit¬
ting around watching some horrendous movie on TV and com¬
pletely reveling in the moment, the sheer gravity of it all.
Looking out the window of the fourth floor of Moody House,
and taking a panoramic view of the Bates campus, the picture
is striking. Some students are playing whiffle ball, while right
next to them, people from Lewiston-Auburn are walking
around the track with their children. Others are sitting on the
grass, reading. There’s no friction there, just people having a
great time in each other’s presence. And at that very moment,
Bates College is perfect.
So, as you attempt to make sense of the last two semesters,
remember those little experiences that more than anything
make us who we are. How have these modest events changed
you, and where do you stand now because of them? To this
day, there is not a single piece of advice on how to do this bet¬
ter than that which Solon gave over two thousand years ago:
“Look to the end.”

by DAVID E. WELIVER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Last September I sat in this very
office preparing to publish the year’s
first issue of this newspaper. Nine
months and twenty 5:30 a.m. dead¬
lines later, I am capping my red pen
and passing the stylebook down to
next year’s chiefs. It has been a dis¬
tinct pleasure to work with such a
talented and dedicated group of peers
in the effort to bring you the best
possible student journalism.
Although I realize most of our
readers will not share my nostalgia, I
sincerely hope our work has enriched
and entertained all whom have read
it. The year was filled with both tri¬
umph and tragedy, but in between
the dramatic have been the everyday
stories that comprise the living histo¬
ry of our community.
As editor of the Student, I like to
this of this newspaper not only as a
news source, good only for the week
of its publication to update readers
about the goings on about campus,
but also as a historical record for
future generations of Bobcats. If you
have not visited the archives of our
paper in the basement of Ladd
Library, I urge you to do so.
Pick up a random volume ranging
from a couple years past to one cen¬
tury ago. Within the garnet binding

you will find crisp and yellowing
pages painted with the vibrant and
complex stories of our collegiate
predecessors. I hope future students
too will look back upon our years
here at The Bates Student and both
ponder and chuckle at the events and
people of our time who made Bates
the college it is.
Furthermore, for my fellow sen¬
iors, I urge you to take some copies
of our paper with you when you
graduate. We have copious back
issues of this year especially, and
limited copies of older issues are also
available. Take some copies of our
paper to accompany the yearbook as
mementos of your hopefully happy
and productive years here. If you are
interested in back issues, please call
our office at 7494, or send me an
email: dweliver@bates.edu.
For the rest of you: I use my last
keystrokes in this column to urge
you to continue to read and support
our newspaper. No matter what your
interest, there are always ways to
contribute to the Student and make it
even stronger. Chrissy Dove and
Matt Gagne, next year’s co-editorsin-chief, will only take the paper to
new heights, and I’m sure they will
welcome all kinds of writing, art¬
work, photography and other help
with open arms.
As always, thanks for reading,
Bates.
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Lettebs

Students Coverage of
Williams Arrest Lacks
Integrity
To the Editor:
Toni Cade Bambara opens the powerful doc¬
umentary entitled The Bombing of Osage
Avenue by saying, “When you’re part of a com¬
munity, at home in the rhythms and the rituals
of a place, you don’t imagine that you’re living
on the edge of hell.” One column on the edito¬
rial page of last week’s Student justifiably crit¬
icizes the Boston Globe's coverage of the arrest
of Professor Linda F. Williams, and yet the
Student's own front-page story follows the
conventions of press coverage in both local and
Boston papers, conventions that promote the
possibility of ruinous damage to lives and rep¬
utations with little regard for treating others in
a way that any “we” would want to be treated.
Of course, most people at Bates live in the felt
security that the police and the courts render a
justice that will never threaten their own lives,
and perhaps most believe that something
sounding like compelling evidence must lie
behind federal charges. Such assurance
reminds me of what Faulkner describes as “that
innocence which believed that the ingredients
of morality were like the ingredients of pie or
cake and once you had measured them and bal¬
anced them and mixed them and put them into
the oven it was all finished and nothing but pie
or cake could come out.” Seeing the reiterated
claims of “law enforcement sources” appear
alongside the necessary silence of a defendant
ought at least to suggest some relevant contexts
for thinking about what moral attention to the
difficulties of others’ communal lives whether those of students, faculty, or staff might mean.

...the Student’s own front¬
page story follows the
conventions of press cov¬
erage in both local and
Boston papers, conven¬
tions that promote the
possibility of ruinous
damage to lives and repu¬
tations with little regard
for treating others in a
way that any “we” would
want to be treated.
Since anyone who knows Professor
Williams fears saying anything that might do
her unintended harm, one can only choose a
delimited way of addressing presumptions that
lie behind journalistic accounts. I would like
to acknowledge up front, in opposition to the
masked ideologies of third-person reportage,
that my observations come from an adult life
appalled by how thoroughly systems of power,
including legal systems here and elsewhere,
reproduce a society’s inequalities and vulnera¬
bilities (and more specifically appalled by how
a war declared on poverty, or terrorism, or
drugs may exacerbate the problems it purports
to confront). They also come from someone
who personally, and irrelevantly to legal pro¬
ceedings, believes that Linda’s vulnerability
stems from being herself, a person totally
bound up in a rich musical and professional life
and grounded in traditions characterized by
expressive charm, sociability, trust, generosity,
and “unctuousness,” all potentially dangerous
attributes.
Those trying for charity may recommend
suspending judgment in the manner of “inno¬
cent until proven guilty,” but even this nation¬
al mantra about American justice may have lit¬
tle to do with practices of the federal courts in
the age of Ashcroft. An alternative press and a

great deal of scholarship has chronicled the
abuses of a system that has ever fewer safe¬
guards. As mainstream an organization as the
ACLU, primarily concerned with the erosion
of even limited rights under laws increasingly
skewed against defendants, has argued that leg¬
islation passed in the name of a “war” on any¬
thing has radically increased coerced settle¬
ments, the infringement or denial of rights,
“court stripping” that may prevent even feder¬
al judges from correcting errors, pervasive
racial profiling, the insertion of federal propa¬
ganda into popular sitcoms and dramas, the
manipulation of procedures and appearances to
enhance rates of conviction, and more.
As someone who studies what imagined
worlds of sundry kinds have to do with actual
ones, I found myself reading the Student after
a short-term discussion of Kafka’s “In the
Penal Colony” and Borges’s ‘The Lottery of
Babylon,” both works that make readers imag¬
ine the normalization, the bureaucratization
even, of perversely grotesque conceptions of
crime and punishment. Such works require a
“felt cognition” that we imagine beyond the
limitations of our own lived experience, a
requirement for any morality that both admits
complexity and transcends self-interest. So
before reiterating allegations in any detail,
polling random reactions, or printing a picture
of any accused party (while elsewhere
extolling the communal values of “becoming a
family”), editors might usefully imagine how
arbitrary and contingent may be the changes in
processes that most assume guaranteed by the
oft-repeated “innocent until proven guilty.”
Imagine, even, a country dismantling the rules
by which you thought you lived, even though it
has more people per capita in prison than any
other country at any time in history. I write
here in hopes that Bambara’s empathic,
unwanted glimpse of a living hell might feel
more relevant to the communal family than
does the hell of Dante invoked in antithesis by
the Student, a hell that knows its post-mortem
sinners with certainty and places them in pre¬
cisely the circles prescribed by Church law,
even when the poet’s deepest sympathy and
understanding plead otherwise.
- Carole Anne Taylor
English Department

Williams Coverage Lacks
Factual Inquiry, Focuses
on Entertainment
To the Editor:
Lee Umphrey, spokesperson for Governor
Baldacci, recently commented on the national
media’s sensationalism about the arsenic poi¬
soning in New Sweden, Maine: “They’re
focused on pure entertainment.” Can the Bates
Student claim that its purposes are any differ¬
ent in its coverage of the charges against
Professor Linda Williams? Why does the
front-page story on those charges (April 29)
take up the most prominent three columns,
complete with a picture and interviews with
students? Contrast the story next to it on the
student arrested for e-mail threats, which
includes no interviews with acquaintances and
no picture. Aren’t you using a teacher in trou¬
ble for entertainment value while extending the
benefit of the doubt to a fellow student in trou¬
ble? Faculty members with years of teaching
have no doubt experienced the sadness of
watching students go through any number of
crises, including arrests. Were they to com¬
ment publicly on just what kind of students
they were or how well they did in our classes,
faculty members would face immediate and
justifiable censure. Though general comments
that do not draw on irrelevant or private forms
of evaluation may provide support for individ¬
uals and families, surely students should
respect a similar ethic of student-teacher priva¬
cy.
We call for this campus to remember that
Professor Williams has been a valued and
admired colleague and teacher for seven years.
She came to Bates with a remarkable list of
achievements elsewhere, and she worked with
dedication throughout these years to earn the
tenure she was rightly granted last year. We are
offended that her current situation was not

approached respectfully, as an opportunity for
the support, confidence, and compassion that
any member of this community deserves. By
presenting Professor Williams as a problem for
Bates, your sensational coverage rules out any
semblance of fair play.

trayal offered in a recent issue.
Linda Williams is one of the hardest-work¬
ing, most dedicated teachers and musicians I
have known. Her love and concern for stu¬
dents and their educational and personal
growth is exemplary. She always goes above
and beyond the call of duty in offering Bates
students extra opportunities to fulfill course
obligations, and her personal contributions to
the broadening of our curriculum have been
invaluable in opening Bates to the wide, real
world.

We are offended that her
current situation was not
approached respectfully,
as an opportunity for the
support, confidence, and
compassion that any
member of this communi¬
ty deserves. By presenting
Professor Williams as a
problem for Bates, your
sensational coverage rules
out any semblance of fair
play.

Anyone who knows
Professor Williams at all
well is incredulous at the
government’s charges as
initially described. I look
forward to her vindica¬
tion and to seeing her
name on an Olin office
door for many more pro¬
ductive years.

With all we study and learn about justice,
power relations, and social constructions,
shouldn’t we in this community at least enter¬
tain the possibility that adversaries can be ruth¬
less, appearances deceiving, and charges sus¬
pect? Instead of referring unquestioningly to
the details of the affidavit on the web, reporters
from the Bates Student should have asked the
local station responsible for the posting how
many affidavits it places on the web and why it
chose to do so in this case.

Institutions and their administrators are
heavily invested in self-perpetuation, which
may partly explain the chilly rhetoric emerging
from Lane Hall about this case. But from
where I see it, Professor Williams has worked
ten years for Bates with endearing personal
warmth, complete dedication, service beyond
expectation, and unimpeachable integrity. This
particular institution owes her - big-time.
Anyone who knows Professor Williams at
all well is incredulous at the government’s
charges as initially described. I look forward to
her vindication and to seeing her name on an
Olin office door for many more productive
years.
I would only add that this case highlights,
yet again, our government’s irrational stance
on drugs (and alcohol!), a stance so at variance
with human attitudes and behavior.
Unfortunately, Linda doesn’t have her own
personal Karl Roye.

-Cristina Malcolmson
English Department &
William Corlett
Political Science Department

A Colleague Offers
Support for Williams
To the Editor:
Since the Student has published an article
about Professor Linda Williams without
including comment from her colleagues, I’ll
offer some, hoping to amend the one-sided por¬

- William Matthews
Music Department
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The water’s only a tad warmer
than the polar ice caps, but hey,
it’s better than staring at a wall
all day. Plus, you can’t argue
with barbecues.

“Bates Rates” during
the 2002-2003 aca¬
demic year

I

Does anyone seriously think
these are funny? Nope. About
as funny as a case of facial her¬
pes. The guy who writes these
must be lacking a frontal lobe.

Softball During Short
Term
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There is nothing funnier than
watching a bunch of guys that
look like Chief Wiggum from
‘The Simpsons” trying to run.
Utterly hilarious.

1

Go outside, find a rock. Look
at it for an entire hour. You’ve
just logged more intellectual
action than an entire week’s
worth of this show.

“Battle of the Sexes”
on MTV
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Editorial Owes Boumechal,
School Apology
To the Editor:
I believe that both the author responsible for
the archaic rhetoric which fueled Zeina
Boumechal’s poem (Issue 7 of Seed) as well as
the anonymous person(s) who wrote the edito¬
rial in the last issue of the Student have unwit¬
tingly created a useful (and somewhat con¬
tentious) arena in which to address some criti¬
cal issues. Though I am not a student at Bates,
I feel compelled to respond to what I have seen
and read thus far. It seems that both the authors
of the JGP piece and the Student editorial have
inevitably called their journalistic integrity into
question. Regrettably, the seemingly unlikely
alliance between these authors has served not
only to undermine the integrity of the Student,
but also to craftily circumvent the very issues
Zeina so courageously addressed. The irony, of
course, is that the author(s) of the editorial
have requested a formal apology from Seed
when it is the author of the JGP article who
really ought to apologize. The assertion that
racism is magnified by our conviction to safe¬
guard against it, is not only ignorant, it is dan¬
gerous, offensive and beyond reproach. I agree,
however, that an apology is most certainly due.
It is owed to all the people of color who may
have had the unfortunate experience of reading
either the editorial or the JGP article which
preceded it. Furthermore, an apology is owed
to Zeina. Because the author(s) of the editorial
were so transparently selective (if not misrepresentative) in their quotation choices, they
managed to jumble the very nature and essence
of her piece, thus manipulating its genetic
makeup from a social commentary to that of a
badly assembled jigsaw puzzle. If the author(s)
of the editorial should be reading this, this may
be my only opportunity to articulate what I
thought of your article: Shame on you for writ¬
ing what could only be read as a deliberately
manipulative portrayal of Zeina’s poem.
Perhaps I was naive to have hoped that college
students attending one of America’s better
institutions would at least display better judg¬
ment, if not even a hint of insightfulness. Of
course, you have every right to express your
opinions in any manner you see fit, no matter

she invited us all to engage her, and her politics
and her poetry. But that editorial was so disap¬
pointing explicitly because it seemed to miss
the point entirely. And by reducing her poetry
to that of “personal attacks” (which not even
the most loosely constructed interpretations
could defend), it appears as though you may
have opened one on yourself... even if you do
lack the courage (or perhaps conviction?) to
stand by your own work. Irrespective of
whether you applauded or condemned Zeina’s
piece, I hope you (that is, all members of the
Bates community) will use this opportunity to
explore the issues that many of us have simply
found more convenient to ignore. Whether you
feel resentment, discomfort or inspiration, this
is your time. Profit from it before it all fades
away. As for the authors of the JGP and
Student articles, you are largely to thank for
this small but distinct window of opportunity.
Seed, the Student, and the JGP adhere to some
widely conflicting ideals and viewpoints.
Though this can sometimes engender a sense
of alienation, it simultaneously imparts you
with a rare opportunity. Maybe now we can all
keep our eye on the ball...before it strikes one
of us in the face.
- Chad Beckim
New York City, NY

Bates Community Must
Embrace Race
To the Editor:
It is unclear to me why the issue of race is
such an issue on the Bates College campus.
Race should be embraced just like gender, sex¬
ual orientation, religion, political stances and
every other social and moral agenda. More dia¬
logue should take place on this campus, and I
don’t even want to simply limit it to dialogue
but widen it to understanding. People should
venture out of their comfort zones and leam
more about someone not like them. Race is
something that people have struggled with for
centuries and we, as a collective, are not mak¬
ing the situation any better by pretending it
doesn’t exist or ignoring the fact that others
around us don’t care about racial issues, when
they are extremely important. The colorblind
theory doesn’t work; with this mentality a per¬
son is ignoring a vital part of someone’s iden-

And by reducing her
poetry to that of “personal
It is unclear to me why
attacks” (which not even
the issue of race is such
the most loosely con¬
an issue on the Bates
structed interpretations
College campus. Race
could defend), it appears
should be embraced just
as though you may have
like ... every other social
opened one on yourself...
and moral agenda. More
even if you do lack the
dialogue should take
courage (or perhaps con¬
viction?) to stand by your place on this campus, and
I don’t even want to sim¬
own work.
ply limit it to dialogue
but widen it to under¬
how dated. And by that same token, so do 1.1
hope, at the very least, this letter will prompt
standing.
you to abandon the very complacent and apa¬
thetic attitudes that have awarded you such
notoriety in the Bates community. Perhaps, you
might even rethink your views on racism (and
whiteness), on journalism and integrity, and of
course, on personal responsibility. Zeina’s
piece was not an attack on anyone. Yes, she
articulated to her readers that she was pro¬
foundly critical of the “color blind” approach.
And yes, in doing so, she demystified some of
its more hidden and damaging elements. But
make no mistake about it, criticizing an ideol¬
ogy is not the same as personally attacking the
individual who advocates it. And if you could¬
n’t even see that, you must have taken your eye
off the ball. How you were able to read Zeina’s
poem and then from that write an editorial on
whether it was appropriate for Seed to have
published it, is truly mystifying. I encourage
you to read it again. There’s no contesting that
you had before you a provocative and contro¬
versial poem. And by signing her name to it,

tity. We are all made up of many things and it
would be unfair to dismiss a part of someone
because it is not easily understood or because
of the history attached to the race. As a com¬
munity we should stand together and open our
minds and leam about race and talk about
race... Why Not? What is holding us back
beside ourselves? Why are we so hesitant?
Why do we shy away from something that is
continually in our faces, literally? No one
should be ignorant of race and no one should
have to be crucified for being upset about the
ignorance of this important subject. We need
to fix this problem... and the problem is not
race... the problem is accepting and embracing
it.
- Stephanie Borges ‘04

A Message to Democrats
It’s the Economy, bd Defense, Stupid
by MAX BERGMANN
OPINION COLUMNIST
Democrats hope that the 2004 election will be
just like 1992. In fact the similarities seem strik¬
ing: a Bush in office, a faltering economy, and a
war in Iraq. Democrats are banking that the catch
phrase for the ‘92 election “It’s the economy, stu¬
pid” can come to define the 2004 election. But
those who think that Bush II will go the way of
his father misread the current political climate. In
a post-911 world, where many Americans were
traumatized to the point of paranoia and where
foreign policy issues increasingly dominate the
news, the new election slogan has to read, “It’s
the economy, and defense, stupid.” If the Left
ignore the defense part of that phrase they will not
have a chance to beat Bush in 2004.

... a successful Democratic

candidate must gain the
trust of the American peo¬
ple on national security. If
average Americans feel just
as secure with either a
Democrat or a Republican,
then Democrats will be able
to shift the focus to the
economy. Take out national
security as an issue and
you win the election.
On the economy, Bush has further undermined
his credibility by attempting to push through
another round of huge tax cuts focused on the
wealthiest one percent. While at the same time
doing nothing to help local and state governments
that are starved of resources and forced to fire
police officers, garbage collectors, and teachers.
According to a Washington Post/ABC news poll
more people trust Democrats to create jobs then
Republicans 51% to 41% and only 28% of
Americans preferred Bush’s tax cut to spending
more on government services. These domestic
issues are issues through which Democrats can
win the next presidential election.
But in the next election it is not just the econo¬
my, “it’s also defense, stupid.” The same
Post/ABC news poll also showed that 75% of
Americans felt Bush was a ‘strong leader’. In an
era when Americans rush to buy duct tape when
the terror alert level goes from Orange to Red,
national security as an election issue will be just
as important as the economy. While the
Democrats dominate most domestic issues, they
are seen as weak on national security. This means
a successful Democratic candidate must gain the
trust of the American people on national security.
If average Americans feel just as secure with
either a Democrat or a Republican, then
Democrats will be able to shift the focus to the
economy. Take out national security as an issue
and you win the election, as it is the Republicans’
only issue.
Democrats need to not only define a clear
vision for America’s role in the world but they
also need to start attacking Bush and his destruc¬
tive unilateralism. Internationally, Bush has been
a wrecking ball for destroying what little interna¬
tional order existed. Bush has opposed the
International Criminal Court, withdrawn from the
Anti Ballistic Missile treaty, nixed Kyoto without
providing any alternative, and has just recently
marginalized the UN thereby effectively starved
it of what little legitimacy it had.
This is where Bush is vulnerable. Despite,
overwhelming support for the war in Iraq most
Americans also wanted and hoped for UN
approval. The fact is that most Americans support
multilateralism, as they are too cautious and con¬
servative to support the crusading unilateralism
of the Bush administration. Most Americans (at
least in the swing middle) understand the basic
fact that allies matter. Providing this vision is key.
After running the war in Kosovo which

brought the fall of Milosevic, retired General
Wesley Clark writes in his book Waging Modem
War that “we don’t have to fight alone; it
(Kosovo) showed us how to wage war based on
values and law, rather than on narrow national
interests. And it pointed the way to a new nation¬
al strategy of engagement, combining all these
ideas with America’s unique position in the world
‘to make a difference when we can.’” Thus, the
message in 2004 has to emphasize the need to
rebuild American alliances in the world and to
attack the administration for undermining support
for America around the world.
In Iraq, Clark’s center-left position was labeled
by Bill Keller as the “I can’t believe I am a hawk
club.” This club has been attacked by the Right,
as “offering no alternative” and by the Left for
being “sell outs.” On the Left, Nathaniel
Harrington accused me of ‘waxing enthusiastic’
about the righteousness of American power. But
this is a misunderstanding of my position. As I
have tried to emphasize in all my columns, it is
possible to encourage America to take an active
role in the world without supporting the Bush
administration’s unilateralism. The defeatist and
pessimistic Left use Cold War failures in
American foreign policy to conclude that
America could never play a positive role in the
world. I am not that pessimistic and neither are
most Americans. Selling a pessimistic and back¬
ward looking vision of America’s role in the
world has never been effective and is certainly
not the way to win an election.

See DEFENSE, page 5

Digitz...
100
Number of people who con¬
verged on San Francisco for
the city’s second annual
“Masturbate-A-Thon.” Let’s
leave it at that.

96
Age of University of Toledo
graduate Don Flickinger,
after he worked to attain his
associate degree for 75 years.
If that’s not a Super Senior, I
don’t know what is.

272,160
Number of minutes Batesies
have spent on campus during
the 2002-2003 academic year.
Approximately 20 of those
were spent sober. Or playing
boffer wars.

5
Days climber Aron Ralston’s
arm was pinned beneath a
200-pound boulder before he
amputated it with a pocket
knife, before rigging anchors,
fixing a rope, and rapelling
down a canyon to safety.
Which qualifies as the most
badass thing ever.
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A Branded Ideology

Iraq was never high on the “I can’t believe I am
a hawk” club’s foreign policy to-do list. But one
of the most significant powers of a President is |
the ability to set the agenda. Bush made Iraq
number one on his list. He made it into an issue.
by DANIEL MAXWELL
The argument that I had made for invading Iraq
OPINION COLUMNIST
was not that Iraq was a threat. In fact part of the
reason I supported invasion was because I
When I opened up my inbox to check my ethought Saddam was incredibly weak, and that
mail on the morning of March 27, I was, as
toppling his regime would be relatively swift and
always, overwhelmed by the enormous number
easy. This was shown accurate as Saddam’s
of pointless “[Announce]” letters clogging the
regime fell like a house of cards. But the other
box. One however, struck me as unusually
argument made by the “I can’t believe I am a
important, sent by President Hansen herself. I
hawk club” was that Iraq should be invaded with
opened the “message from President Hansen” and
UN approval. The main justification then for war
immediately began reading.
was not that Saddam was a threat, but was that
Unfortunately, I had a few problems with the
Saddam was a fascist tyrant who had violated UN
statements that she made. The letter came at a
resolutions. Thus, dealing with Saddam meant
time when all of us were just a little bit touchy
enforcing international law. It represented an
about politics. Yes, against many of our wishes
effort to try to make “a difference when we can.”
(not mine, of course), America had invaded Iraq.
But the neo-conservatives in the Bush admin¬
istration hijacked what would have been a good ' Her e-mail, obviously, aimed at addressing poli¬
tics at home and abroad. But where’s the prob¬
idea and adopted an attitude that “if we are right
lem?
that is all that matters.” Their subsequent total
disdain for world opinion and our allies was
extraordinarily naive and has now put the U.S. in
a much tougher position in Iraq. Charles
Krauthaumer, a conservative columnist for the
Washington Post, wrote shortly after the war in
Afghanistan a column titled “We Don’t
Peacekeep.” “Peacekeeping is a job for others...We fight wars. Our friends should patrol the
peace.” At the tune I thought Krauthaumer’s col¬
umn was off base. But he has to a large extent
been proven correct.
In Iraq we were incredible at creating chaos
and destruction, but when the regime fell we had
no idea what to do. The Bush administration and
the military failed to recognize the obvious pitfall
that when taking out a fascist government a
power vacuum is created enabling massive loot¬
ing and chaos. As Krauthaumer recognized, we
need allies to help us in the messy process of
peacekeeping. The problem in Iraq though is that
our friends are not patrolling the peace. Because
the way we handled the diplomacy of the war has
meant that we basically have NO friends. This
President Hansen’s letter was sent in order to
has meant that we are forced to do peacekeeping
make students aware of statements that she had
- the very thing that conservatives like
posted earlier on the “Bates Now” website. In her
Krauthaumer believe that we are not very good at
writing, she discusses the importance of making
doing. The key here is that we lost world opinion
contributions to “social justice and the peaceful
and therefore lost our allies (with the exception of
resolution of human conflicts” regarding war in
Britain). The reason why UN support was so
Iraq. While her statement appears sound and log¬
essential is that it spreads ownership of recon¬
ical, it fails to include an important implication
struction and makes it look less like an occupa¬
that a number of students v^uld have appreciat¬
tion, which would give us, in the words of
ed: ‘peaceful resolution’ sho aid take place when
General Wesley Clark, the “edge in legitimacy.”
it is right to do so. On the Cher h uia, forceful resPerhaps the easiest way to neutralize national
olution-the resolution adopted by the Bush
security as an election issue is to look more proad Ministration after diplomacy failed because of
the useless, obstructive United Nations-should
“compassionate conservative,” which meant
take rlace when it is right to do so. The U.S.’s
nothing except that Bush claimed to care.
recent military actions are not right or wrong.
Democrats need to be seen as “defense
When a person says, “This is wrong!” they fail to
Democrats.” When choosing a nominee,
add the words “I believe this is wrong.” The same
Democrats need to choose a candidate that can
goes for saying that the war is ‘right’. The main
confront the Republicans on national security.
problem thus far is that we make the choice of
Although I am sick of repeatedly hearing about
whether or not we should support the war. Why
John Kerry being a war hero in Vietnam, I hope
is there a choice? Because ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ is
he keeps mentioning it, because it undercuts the
entirely subjective.
Republicans on patriotism, as Kerry can easily
Hence, our strong opinions put many of us on
attack Bush and Cheney as chicken-hawk draft
edge during the war that is more or less over dodgers. Despite some drawbacks to a Kerry can¬
over much faster and with far fewer casualties
didacy, namely being from Massachusetts, I hope
than opponents predicted, I’d like to add. But
he gets the nomination, mainly because I think he
during that time, I feel that the Bates faculty and
can win. My dream team, then, would be Kerry
administration overwhelmingly supported one
for President, with a vice presidential nominee of
side of the fundamentally opinion-based political
General Wesley Clark. Clark, a Democrat, ran the
spectrum that exists within the student body. The
war in Kosovo, is a strong believer in alliances
first sign of two-sided support was delivered in
and international law, would be a great compli¬
the form of e-mail from Dean Tannenbaum who
ment and would further neutralize defense as a
chastised the lack of respect for conservative sen¬
Republican issue. The average American would
timent following the defacement of a number of
no doubt feel secure with two Vietnam vets and
Dinesh D’Souza posters. Whether or not you
a General at the reigns. Additionally, neutralizing
agree, the defacement of these posters was not
defense would allow the election to focus more
only an attack against the well-received speaker,
on domestic issues.
but also an attack against conservatives on cam¬
The final thing necessary for the Democrats to
pus who had long awaited the lecture.
win the election is for the Left to channel all the
Consequently, why do we see so few students that
pent up rage from the 2000 election and channel
are openly conservative? That’s a great question,
it into a concerted effort to beat Bush. This is a
and I’ll return to it shortly.
call for partisanship. Without the support and
Recently a petition swarmed its way across
energy of the Left the Democratic Party is
campus that was adamantly advertised by its own
doomed, and that means we are all doomed to
creators/supporters. In order to persuade me to
another four years of W. The protest candidacy of
sign, high-pressure tactics were employed; I was
Nader during the 2000 election helped undermine
approached outside commons a handful of times,
Gore. As the Right was attacking, Nader turned
nearly to the point of harassment. One unfortu¬
his guns on the Center-Left. Their protest aided
nate girl wasted her time by showing up to my
conservatives, and all the progress that had been
door in hopes that I would give in, but was polite¬
made on leftist issues has been reversed. In 2004,
ly turned away. Last, yet another [Announce] ethe stakes are too high to protest again.

Why So Little About Conservatives at Bates?

Whether or not you agree,
the defacement of these
posters was not only an
attack against the wellreceived speaker, hut also
an attack against conser¬
vatives on campus who
had long awaited the lec¬
ture. Consequently, why
do we see so few students
that are openly conserva¬
tive?

mail showed up in my inbox: “please make sure
to sign it...we will be outside Commons during
lunch and dinner...make sure to put a stop in
Commons on your agenda for Monday so that
you can show your support...come to the RA
meeting...let’s pack the house!”
I’ll leave you to assess the ridiculousness of
that message.
Aside from my stubborn refusal, a statistic that
appeared in a later [Announce] e-mail stated that
only approximately 900 students signed the peti¬
tion that read something along these lines: “con¬
demn U.S. invasion of Iraq without UN consent.”
Why did nearly half the school choose not to sign
the petition? Indeed, they must have chosen not
to sign, because the petition was constantly
shoved down our throats. Therefore, to be mod¬
est, approximately 600 students’ views on the
subject of war are unaccounted for. Yet the
school’s administration and yes, faculty, have
largely, if not entirely, refused to acknowledge the
portion of that group of 600 who do, in fact, sup¬
port the war with or without the impossible
bureaucratic restrictions placed on the U.S. by the
UN
An example to consider: the teach-in held in
the Mays Center sponsored by the Muskie
Archives on March 17th that featured professors
Jim Richter, Chris Beam and Michael Caspi. All
three delivered presentations reflecting views
from their respective departments concerning the
oncoming war. Though I unfortunately missed
the presentation, a fellow student reported to me
afterwards that all three professors condemned
the war. Where’s the discussion? Where’s the
debate? Where are the views of a large portion of
the students represented?
I don’t mean to say that these three scholars did
not present valid points, nor do I believe that thenbeliefs should be changed on the matters of war.
However, the support that the faculty as a whole
displays should on occasion reflect, represent,
support, and be mindful of the broader picture that
exists at Bates.
On the other hand, the only support for conser¬
vatives on campus has come from student clubs.
First, the Bates Republicans brought Dinesh
D’Souza to speak. Though he was welcomed
warmly, we still have fools like “Bernard Marx”
defending his/her right to create “legitimate street
art”. Second, the Rifle Association has also
expressed its conservative views, only to recently
draw criticism in last week’s paper regarding-of
all random issues-gender! A new message from
Disney’s Bambi: if you don’t have anything
important to say, reconsider.
So why do we hear so little from our conserva¬
tive population? For these exact reasons: verbal
attacks, and subtle, uncomfortable fear. The Rifle
Association can no longer say that we should
defend “her” - America. The Republicans can no
longer trust that their posters will not be defaced.
I no longer feel safe raising my hand in the dis¬
cussion during my 9:30 psychology class on
Wednesday, March 5th to say that the “Books not
Bombs” protest is hypocritical to the point of
making me nauseous. On a less sarcastic note, I
no longer feel safe placing a yellow ribbon on my
car for fear that the symbol would be stolen, or
my car would be damaged. Conservatives on

campus can no longer rely on support from the
faculty or administration for activities, debates,
lectures, etc. that reflect the pro-conservative
point of view that has so often - always, that isbeen presented from the pro-liberal standpoint.
Therefore, I would like to inform the adminis¬
tration that the school’s politics have been
monopolized and inadequate steps have been
taken to undo the school’s unhealthy state.
Furthering that monopoly, the easiest choice for
middle-of-the-road students is to conform to the
left-wing majority, broadening the imbalance of
numbers. Conservative voices are therefore muf¬
fled, cast aside, ignored.
Shortly after President Hansen’s [Announce]
e-mail was sent, I carefully and politely wrote a
500+ word response. I opened by thanking her
for making an important statement: “we need to
be mindful of the differences among us and our
common obligation to understand, support and

Therefore, I would like to
inform the administra¬
tion that the school's poli¬
tics have been monopo¬
lized and inadequate
steps have been taken to
undo the school’s
unhealthy state.
Furthering that monop¬
oly, the easiest choice for
middle-of-the-road stu¬
dents is to conform to the
left-wing majority....
learn from each other through these troubled
times.” However, my response e-mail, as well as
this essay, illustrated how these sentimental
words fall short of action. Now in addition to
Dean Tannenbaum’s e-mail mentioned earlier, I
am able to cite two, count them, two examples
where students are urged to respect political
diversity. Unfortunately, President Hansen failed
to acknowledge my response that contained an
analysis of issues that I feel are major flaws in the
school and therefore should be considered very
important to the administrators. Over a month
later, I have received no response, and feel slight¬
ly offended. I did, and still do, put myself on the
line in advocating these minority views and, until
now, the president has not heard my voice. Based
on personal experience, opinion and observation,
I feel that many of our current administration’s
actions in the past year are inappropriate and
unprofessional.
Again, I don’t aim to change their beliefs, but
the administration has failed at its responsibility
to support and represent a portion of the school
that exists whether we see and hear it in the open
or not. Their voices have been muted by the
majority’s contempt towards the political diversi¬
ty that conservatives might offer. For these rea¬
sons I feel dissatisfaction and separation from
much of the Bates community that so adamantly
protests Bush, war, and all else seen as being con¬
servative, and I hereby call for change.
Thank you for hearing me.

Come see what Lewiston can be!
114 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
207-784-5444 Phone / 207-784-9944 Fax
Coffee / Food / Music -- 10 % off with student ID
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Harward, Braunwauld And Bellamy Will
Receive Honorary Degrees At Commencement
Distinguished Hersey Professor of Medicine and
faculty dean for academic programs in the
Partners Healthcare system, founded by the
Brigham and Women’s and Massachusetts
General hospitals. Braunwald graduated first in
his class of doctoral recipients at New York

and from 1972 to 1996 chaired the department of
medicine at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. The
only cardiologist who is a member of the National
tecting children from violence and exploitation;
Academy of Sciences, Braunwald has received
and introducing universal early childhood devel¬
countless awards and honors. In 1996, Harvard
opment programs. Bellamy’s experience spans
created the Eugene Braunwald Professorship in
finance, law, and public
Medicine as a perma¬
service. From 1993 until
nently endowed chair,
1995, she was director of
and
in
1999
the
the Peace Corps, the first
American
Heart
former Corps volunteer to
Association established
ran the organization.
the Eugene Braunwald
Previously she was a
Academic Mentorship
managing director at Bear
Award.
Steams & Co., a principal
Braunwald has written
at Morgan Stanley, and an
more than 1,100 publica¬
associate in the New York
tions, been editor-inlaw firm of Cravath,
chief of the leading text¬
Swaine & Moore. In 1978
book in internal medi¬
Bellamy was elected the
cine, and is founding edi¬
first woman president of
tor of Heart Disease, the
• .
n
the New York City
leading cardiology text.
Council, a position she
“Donald W. Harward
held until 1985, and she
provided the context in
earlier served five years in
which Bates words, con¬
the New York State
cepts, and ideals could
Senate. At UNICEF,
be made more real and
Bellamy has challenged
available to everyone
world leaders to recognize
Dr. Eugene Braunwald is cardiologist Carol Bellamy is the executive direc¬ Donald Harward was the President of connected to the
their responsibility to
College,” wrote Bates
and researcher at Harvard Medical tor of the UN Children’s Fund.
Bates from 1989 - 2002.
invest in children — and
Trustee
Jeanne
School.
to shift national resources
Dell’Osso Cohen upon
accordingly. “In a global
University, where he also earned his A.B., and
the retirement of Bates’ sixth president, who
continued, “is anchored in his landmark 1971 dis¬
economy worth over $30 trillion, it is clear that the
completed his residency at the Johns Hopkins
served from 1989 to 2002. Through expanded
covery that a heart attack is a progressive event.
necessary resources and know-how to reach every
Hospital.
He
served
as
chief
of
cardiology
and
academic programs and campus facilities, spirited
His insight that doctors could intervene to reduce
child are well within our grasp,” Bellamy told a
clinical director at the National Heart, Lung and
injury to the heart opened the door to the entire
gathering in Stockholm in 2002.
Blood Institute; founded the department of medi¬
field of modem heart-attack treatment.” At
See COMMENCEMENT, p. 7
“Most heart attack survivors have never heard
cine at the University of California, San Diego;
Harvard Medical School, Braunwald is the

COMMENCEMENT, from p. 1

of Dr. Eugene Braunwald,” The Boston Globe
stated in May 2002, “but chances are his research
helped save their fives or improve their recovery.”
Braunwald, whose family came to this country in
1939 after fleeing Nazi-ruled Austria, is a premier
cardiologist of our time. His stature, the Globe

m

Holocaust Survivor Speaks
During Week Of Remembrance
by CHRISTINA DOVE
NEWS EDITOR
As part of Holocaust Remembrance week,
Holocaust survivor and former Dean of
Women at Bates, Judith Isaacson spoke to stur
dents on this very personal part of her life.
The memories of her time spent in concentra¬
tion camps in Germany are still fresh in her
mind as she described her personal experi¬
ences during the war, friends she made, and
other friends and family that she lost.
Isaacson, also a Bates graduate, wrote a novel,
Seeds of Sarah, which she published at the age
of 65. The novel tells the story of her life in
the concentration camp.
As she read a passage from her novel, she
would break from reading and add in another
memory, capturing the essence of the life she
had led and sharing it with her listeners. She
explained how hard it was to find any supplies
for normal living, “you don’t realize what a
miracle it was to get anything at all other than
what they threw at us,” she told the audience.
The passage that she read was about another
girl her age that she befriended in the concen¬
tration camps who shared Isaacson’s own
hopes of one day going to college. Though
she eventually lost touch with this friend, she
explained how the writing of her novel has

allowed her to reconnect with many people
from this period in her life. After the book was
published, she received a letter from this
friend from the concentration camp. She had
also survived and worked in a successful pub¬
lishing house translating novels from English,
German, Russian and French into Hungarian.
With this reconnection, Isaacson asked her
childhood friend if she would translate her
novel into Hungarian for her. She gladly
accepted the offer and with the publishing of
her book in her native language, Isaacson has
been able to find many more people whom she
wrote about in her novel and friends she had
lost along the way.
Reconnecting with faces from the past, or at
the very least learning their fate, has been a
long struggle for Isaacson. She shared many
letters with the audience which she had
received from the American Red Cross, who
helped her to learn what became of her uncles,
her father and friends. She received many
answers, and perhaps some closure with the
many letters she received from the Red Cross.
In all she filled out 22 requests for informa¬
tion, and was able to cancel many of those
requests after finding survivors. While visit¬
ing her homeland of Hungary, Isaacson was
able to meet a friend of her father’s from con¬
centration camp. Isaacson had experienced

much trouble discovering the fate of her
father, but this friend assured her that he was
entertaining his friends with songs and poems
right up to the very end. It is these stories and
this sort of closure that seems to allow
Isaacson to mourn her lost friends, and contin¬
ue to share her incredible experiences with
others. Everyday Isaacson is reconnecting
with faces from the past. She shared with the
audience an email she had received just a few
minutes before she left to give her talk from
another friend who had lived in the concentra¬
tion camp with her.
From surviving the Holocaust to writing
about her experiences and sharing them with
others, Isaacson has overcome an experience
that many could never imagine. Isaacson is
often asked to talk at many Holocaust survivor
services at this time of year, but she admits
that she has to decline because “it gets me, it’s
just too sad. I just have too many to mourn
for.” But there are requests that she just can’t
say no to, like a letter from a young teenage
mother, touched by Isaacson’s novel, asking if
she would come and speak with her class and
even meet her baby. Isaacson replied that “of
course such an offer I cannot refuse.” With the
images of her life during the war still so clear,
it is impossible not to be affected by listening
to her amazing stories.

Williams Focuses
On Truth and
Fairness As She
Awaits Trial
by JASON HIRSCHHORN
DEPUTY EDITOR
Assistant Professor of Music Linda
Williams, arrested April 11 in her Bardwell
Street home and now awaiting trial spoke with
The Student on Sunday. Williams maintained
her innocence and offered her sincere thanks to
those who have supported her during these past
weeks.
Williams said that her contact with the
alleged associates named in the affidavit was
strictly limited to casual interaction. She
regretted that she could not comment further,
as advised by her attorneys.
She also said that she has received an out¬
pouring of support from students, and fellow
colleagues, both at Bates and from other
schools. “I’m humbled and gratified by the
support I’ve received from colleagues, friends,
and students through phone calls, emails, cards
and many forms of expression,” Williams said.
She continued, “I extend my sincere regret for
the negative impact this has had on the
College. And for those graduating seniors who
know me, I hope that my record of support
throughout the years, your personal and aca¬
demic growth, and the quality of your lives
here at Bates will be a central factor in how
you perceive my efforts and my teaching.”
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An Anonymous $1 Million
Donation Provides NeedBased Scholarships In
Memory Of Bates Professor
Robert Branham

Carignan Says Goodbye
After 33 Years As Dean
CARIGNAN, from p.l
forefront of liberal arts institutions in the coun¬
try.
What is your fondest memory as a student and
as a faculty member?
...Getting close to certain faculty members
who were open to dialogue on a wide range of
issues. ...Many of us would spend time in
afternoons and evenings in their offices. They
were part of my rapid intellectual growth as an
undergraduate. ...That’s been important as
I’ve been Dean. Having an opportunity to
work with a student who was having emotion¬
al, personal and academic issues - to sit with
that student and to talk it through - when that
student left he left with a greater sense of hope,
of the possible. Whenever that happened that
has been the most important thing. This is all
connected to this notion of being a part of a
community that values acceptability and dia¬
logue and a College that takes individuals seri¬
ously as individuals.
What has Bates done for you? What have you
done for Bates?
Bates has done everything for me. I was a kid
who grew up...in Laconia, New Hampshire, a
mill town. No one in my family went to col¬
lege. Bates accepted me and provided me with
a great education and then allowed me to come
back and work with students and faculty and
colleagues. It’s become a major part of my
life. It’s stuck by me in difficult times - when I
was shot, when I was ill, and allowed me to
keep on trucking. History will have to decide
what I’ve done for Bates. What I’ve done is
I’ve gotten up every morning and come to
work excited and on time and I’ve endured and
tried to bring the best of my being to my job.
History will be the judge of how well I did it.
What will you miss most?
The anchor has been.. .my persistence in teach¬
ing every year. I think I will miss most stu¬
dents in a classroom or in an office engaged
and exchanging important ideas.
What are you most looking forward to in retire¬
ment?
Having more control over my time; giving

back many hours that were stolen to my wife
and family. And some puttering time.
You met your wife, Sally, at Bates. Tell us that
story.
The Saturday night before classes began on
Monday in the fall, there was what was called
the IMUR party. This was upperclassman
going to a dance to check out the incoming
class. My friends and I went.. .and in typical
hyper-masculine way said, ‘Oh, this isn’t a
very good class.’ We left Alumni Gymnasium
and three woman were coming towards Alumni
Gymnasium and we said, ‘Hey, they are a bit
different.’ And we stopped them and started up
a conversation.. .picked them up. And that was
the beginning of a story that is now 45 years
old, almost. And we’re still in love!

How has the College changed for better and
worse in your time here?
I think the balance is clearly on the better side.
A college is really a faculty, a group of stu¬
dents, the place in which they do their work
and reside and a staff who support them. We
are better in all these areas. ...What I some¬
times worry about and not that we’re in danger,
but that we not loose the qualities that make us
Bates. I think that has to do with a lack of pre¬
tension, humility that is not so self-effacing
that it precludes people from aspiring to
achievement, a sense of hard work.. .rigorous
exchange of ideas, lively discussions between
faculty and students on multiple topics and lev¬
els and most importantly...a [place] where a
kid from Laconia, New Hampshire whose par¬
ents had never gone to college.. .can come and
find a whole new world and expand his vision
of what the possible might be. In our pursuit of
excellence, I sometimes feel we look too far
outside of our strengths - we play the ‘wanna
be’ game, I think, ‘We are.’ We are good. We
must work on building our own strengthens.

efforts to reach out beyond Bates, and a near-con¬
stant encouragement to the Bates community to
engage in the work of the College collaboratively
and with civility, Harward helped Bates discover
ways to translate a traditional culture of hard
work, egalitarianism, and social justice into
greater excellence and national reputation. “There
are no spectator sports at Bates,” he once said.
“The College depends on participation and
involvement.” Bates created 22 significant new
facilities and two dozen new academic programs
during Harward’s tenure. Through increased
study-abroad programs, more support for studentfaculty collaborations, and a renowned servicelearning program, students and faculty explored
the world outside the traditional ivory tower,
including Lewiston-Auburn. The LA Excels col¬
laboration established under Harward, called “the
most extensive community development project
in the history of the state” by then-Maine Gov.
Angus King, inspired Bates and the community to
recast its relationship and identify shared aspira¬
tions; upon his retirement, the Bates Board of
Trustees endowed the Donald W. and Ann M.
Harward Center for Community Partnerships.
Prior to the Bates presidency, Harward taught and
served at the University of Delaware, where he
designed the University Honors Program, and
then was vice president for academic affairs at
The College of Wooster. He earned his Ph.D. in
philosophy from the University of Maryland, and

|
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What is your favorite spot on campus?
[Thinking] That’s a hard one. The Quad.
What is the one of the most outrageous things
you’ve seen as a Dean or did as a student?

See CARIGNAN, continued below
|

Former Bates President Harward Will
Receive Honorary Degree At Commencement
COMMENCEMENT, from p. 6

BRAHH AM, fromp. 1

|

i

among his areas of published research are the
foundations of mathematics, analytical philoso¬
|
phy, epistemology, and logic. He is a senior advi¬
sor for the American Council on Education
Fellows Program and a senior fellow with the
American Association of American Colleges and
Universities.

the 925-page book, which features such
historical figures as Frederick Douglass,
Booker T. Washington and W.E.B.
DuBois. Library Journal called the book
“essential reading for every American.”
Branham was at work on a second vol¬
ume of “Lift Every Voice,” covering the
period 1901 to 1953, when he died.
Branham taught a course on documen¬
tary video making and collaborated with
students to produce such efforts as
“Roughing the Uppers: The Great Shoe
Strike of 1937,” which won the New
England Historical Association’s annual
Media Award in 1993, and “The
Phantom
Punch,” about
the
heavy¬
weight
title
fight between
Muhammad Ali
and
Sonny
Liston in 1965.
Both
events
took place in
Lewiston. The
documentaries
were broadcast
on
Maine
Public
Television.

A widely published author and an
expert on the history of debating and in
various areas of communication theory
and practice, Branham received numer¬
ous prizes and awards during his career.
He was honored with the 1997 American
Forensic Association (AFA) Daniel
Rohrer Award for his publication,
“Stanton’s Elm: An Illustrated History
of Debating at Bates College,” pub¬
lished in 1996 to commemorate the cen¬
tennial celebra¬
tion of the Bates
College intercol¬
legiate
debate
program.
In
1998,
he
received a Roger
C.
Schmutz
Faculty Research
Grant from Bates
to present a paper
at
the
International
Conference
on
Argumentation in
Amsterdam
on
the
uses
of
Branham
national symbols
entered
by
American
Dartmouth
anti-slavery
College in 1970
activists. At the
and graduated
time of his death,
cum laude three
Branham
was
years later. He
completing
a
was a member
book,
“Sweet
of
the
Freedom’s Song:
Dartmouth var¬
‘My Country ‘Tis
sity
debate
of
Thee’
and
team
and
Democracy
in Robert Branham, a professor of Rhetoric at
served as pres¬
America,” which Bates, died in 1998 after nearly 25 years of
ident of the
Stephen
J. service to the college. An anonymous gift in
Dartmouth
Harnett
edited
his memory will provide need-based scholar¬ Forensic
and
Oxford
Union.
He
ships to students.
University Press
earned
his
published
master’s degree from the University of
posthumously in 2002.
North Carolina in Chapel Hill. In 1974,
His most recent work before his death,
at just 21 years of age, he was appointed
“Lift Every Voice: African-American
an instructor in the theater and speech
Oratory, 1787-1900,” is an anthology of
department at Bates (now theater and
more than 150 speeches — many never
rhetoric) and director of the debate pro¬
published
before
—
by
African
gram. He received his doctoral degree at
American orators. The project was a col¬
the University of Massachusetts. He
laborative effort between Branham and
became a full professor at Bates in 1989.
the late Philip Foner, a professor at
- Office of College Relations
Lincoln University in Pennsylvania. The
University of Alabama Press published

Dean Carignan In His Own
Words, On His Way Out
CARIGNAN, from above
[Laughing] I don’t want to answer this one.
When I was a student some friends and I estab¬
lished Panda University and we seceded from
Bates. We had a Panda call. We had a convo¬
cation in which we walked around the quad in
robes. I was one who carried a toilet bowl with
a sign saying ‘President’s chair.’ We had a lot
of fun.
What will be your most lasting memory, in a
moment of reflection once you are away from
the daily routine here?
I’ve tried not to think about this. My most last¬
ing memory will be that I timed it well. I came
to the College when it was pulling itself up to
a new level. Having been a part of that process
has been extremely exciting.
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Cincinnati DJ
Mr. Dibbs
Continues to
Energize Hip
Hop With The
30th Song
by MATT HEFFERNAN
MUSIC COLUMNIST

Becky Greenberg/ The Bates Student

Wow, that is one big acorn. Oakie, our favorite acorn, makes an appearance at the Maine State Parade in Lewiston.

What You Don’t Know About
Commons, But Should Know
by ANNE WACHNICKI
CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST
If you’re a student at Bates, you’ve probably
spent a lot of hours sitting in commons, happi¬
ly munching away. But as you sit inside
watching the snow fall, have you ever won¬
dered where the tomato you’re chewing on
came from? Chances are, it’s not from Maine.
Well yeah, it would take a pretty rugged plant
to grow summery red fruit in the middle of a
Maine winter. But what about when school
starts back up in September? Despite what
many of us may think, Bates isn’t surrounded
by permafrost. There are acres and acres of
fresh tomatoes growing just 20 minutes
away.. .but unless you get off campus, you may
go four years without ever tasting one of them.
This is because like almost all large institu¬
tions, Bates buys our food through one large
company (North Center) instead of through
lots of little organizations. Realistically, this is
the only way that they can keep us from starv¬
ing- it is a relatively, cheap, efficient and reli¬
able way to do business, and it ensures that
we’ll have fruits and veggies all through the
long Maine winter. While most colleges stop
here, however, Bates is making a big effort to
try to integrate locally grown produce into the
menu. The college has already established
buying relationships with many local farmers,
and some of our products, like honey and jams,
are produced in-state.
Bates Dining Services’ purchasing philoso¬
phy states that the college looks for quality
before price. This philosophy, as well as a ded¬
icated staff, has resulted in a nationally recog¬
nized food service program. However, there
are lots of obstacles that make buying locally
very difficult. When Bates buys food from
North Center they only have to deal with one
supplier, as opposed to having to make twenty
calls for one order of local broccoli. This is a
major problem that local farmers and interest¬
ed institutions have been struggling with.
Enter Farm Fresh Connection. A program of

the Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society,
FFC is being developed to work as a middle¬
man between institutional buyers (like Bates),
and local farmers. FFC will coordinate the
supply and demand of fresh local produce,
making it much easier to purchase from neigh¬
borhood farms. This means fresher, more
nutritious food for Bates students. It also
means a lot to the state of Maine.
When Bates buys food from local farmers,
the implications are felt by the whole commu¬
nity. Maine farmers benefit from tapping into
the new market and local farms are sustained.
The local economy benefits, since money that
would normally flow into the hands to big
business stays circulating in the state.
Locally grown food is advantageous in many
respects. Buying locally boosts the Maine
economy, sustains small family farms, and nur¬
tures the community. It is also better for the
environment and more nutritious. The average
piece of food travels 1,400 miles before its
eaten, which that means massive amounts of
energy are expended in transportation. The
time it takes to drive a head of lettuce from
Mexico to Maine presents other problems as
well. Produce begins to loose its nutrients after
it has been harvested, so more time sitting in
the back of a truck means less nutritional value.
Another advantage of a short commute
involves preservatives- the lettuce from
Mexico wouldn’t make the trip without them,
but none are needed if you’re buying from
down the road in Turner.
When you stop and think about it, food is
pretty damn amazing- it nourishes us, makes us
happy, and is what’s keeping us alive. It’s also
pretty amazing how detached from it our soci¬
ety has become. Buying locally is a way to
reconnect with the food system. It’s harder to
take a carrot for granted when you know the
farmer who grew it than when it just magically
appears in the supermarket. And like any other
product, when you buy food you’re exercising
See North Center, P. 9

Coming Soon:
The Little Prince
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Do you ever wish that there were more up¬
beat stories out there, you know, the kind
with a good moral and a happy ending, the
kind that leaves you feeling all warm and
fuzzy and in love with life? It seems that the
French, with their lust for life and such
heart-warming films as Amelie, do these sto¬
ries best. And now, thanks to Michelle
Gomperts (‘05), third graders in Lewiston
will get a taste of that cheery french story
telling. Gomperts, a French major, is trans¬
lating and adapting the classic Le Petit
Prince to the stage this short term, and will
be directing fellow Batesies as they perform
the piece as part of “Stages for All Ages.”
This program, sponsered by The Robinson
Players, is in its third year and is designed to
expose children to theater.
Gomperts suggested this story because she
was impressed with its message of the
importance of friendship, which she feels is
a great idea for all people, especially chil¬
dren, to understand. She first read the story
in a French class in high school, and “it’s
been in my mind ever since.” She is happy
to be continuing the “Stages of all Ages” tra¬
dition, which she was a part of last year as
well. Gomperts feels optimistic about the
play, saying that there is a lot of excitement
among the cast members, many of whom are
new to the stage, and she says that everyone
has a good feel for their characters.
However, she does admit that taking on such
a project can be overwhelming: “It’s such a
time commitment, but then you remember
that it’s for the kids. For many of them it’s
their first theatre experience, and it’s great
to be a part of that.” It is sure to be a fun
performance, and one that the local third
graders won’t soon forget. That in itself is
pretty heart-warming, and one can assume
that this play will bring joy to many this
Short Term.

The new album by Cincinnati DJ Mr.
Dibbs is here, and it’s fantastic. If you aren’t
familiar with Dibbs and his work he has
been revolutionizing hip-hop for the past ten
years. Dibbs has been ranked the #1 DJ in
the world by Trace Magazine, #3 by
Thrasher Magazine and #6 by Spin maga¬
zine. All of which he responds to with,
“sure, f@*k it.” '
Now Mr. Dibbs has released The 30th
Song on the Rhymesayers label that brought
you Atmosphere’s God Loves Ugly last sum¬
mer. Mr. Dibbs came to Portland last fall
with Atmosphere and put on an amazing
show. Two amazing shows in fact. One at
4:00 for everyone under 21, and one at 8:00,
and rocked them both to the ground. You
would never expect these kinds of sounds to
come out of this skinny, bearded and tat¬
tooed hobo-looking man, but when he gets
on the tables the music flows from his
hands.
The 30th Song takes everything that makes
Dibbs’ live show so intense and mixes it
with the long and exact process of a music
producer. On this album Mr. Dibbs com¬
bines his considerable talent as an improvisational scratch artist with his skill as an in
studio producer to create a sound that is out
of this world. The music isn’t drowned out
by the scratching but there is definitely
enough to leave you happily amazed. Dibbs
flexes his muscles in both areas on tracks
like “Outreach 5*” the album’s opening
track. He can also isolate these skills. On
“Delta Bound,” Mr. Dibbs shows his reach
as a producer. He has taken samples from
many different blues songs and laid them
together over one beat to create his own ver¬
sion of the blues. Mr. Dibbs’ scratch skills
can be seen on “Omega Prophecy” a live
track featuring a live band. With his solo on
the turntables on this track Mr. Dibbs has
shown that live hip-hop in whatever form
you find it is still where it’s at.
What really makes The 30th Song so great
is the abstractness of Mr. Dibbs’ thought
process. He makes things work together
that most musicians wouldn’t even think of.
On this album he has sampled such a variety
of music, from classical music to the blues,
and from salsa to hard rock Mr. Dibbs can
use it all. He has also shown his creativity
in his samples from pop culture. On The
30th Song you’ll find things from Looney
Tunes to the film ‘The Sandlot’. On “231
Ways to Fry an Egg” Dibbs samples The
Sandlot. The quote goes, “Remember kid,
heroes get remembered, legends never die.
Follow your heart kid.” There are many
would be heroes in the hip-hop world, The
30th Song could make Dibbs a legend. As
his record label says, “Mr. Dibbs is your
favorite DJ’s favorite DJ.”
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Punch Drunk Love Awkwardly

Good Luck With Finals!

Captures the Essence of the
Individual’s Need for Expression
by RICARDO REIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Even of the few individuals who can truly
express the essence of the era they live in, it
may be said that they too don’t comprehend
fully their place and time. In fact, it must be
that they can do very little but to articulate
in some fashion (and that fashion must be,
by necessity, an artistic fashion) the very
things which, if you were to demand of them
an explanation in clear words, the most bril¬
liant among them would refuse to give it to
you, not out of snobbishness, but simply
because they could not do it if they tried. As
to the fashion this communication takes
form, it varies greatly: some do it by wit and
sharpness, as did Swift to the England of the
eighteenth century; others by dismissing
their epoch altogether, and creating an indi¬
vidual world which oppose the dreadfulness
of reality, as did Pessoa to the Portugal of
the years between wars; others still, perhaps
of all the most refined, do it by contrast and
beauty. The filmmaker P. T. Anderson seems
to be moving fast towards the latter catego¬
ry. In his latest film, Mr. Anderson has cre¬
ated two characters which are like little tiny
plastic boats (and ugly and pathetic boats
they are, too!), and like boats they roam
indefinitely on a sea of pettiness and sordid¬
ness. They float chaotically- for no better
reason than the unexplainable desire to go
on floating - competing meaningless races,
perhaps as a fashion of making some sense
of the sea monster. But there is no sense to
be made. And then the two boats bump (and
to this accident there is no explanation
either, and none is required), and out of the
bump a sparkle of beauty and clarity is pro¬
duced. The characters hug tightly to the
sparkle, for it is such a tiny, delicate, beauti¬
ful sparkle, and somehow - somehow! - they
manage to make of the two boats one. What
a glorious moment this is! Oh, but the omi¬
nous presence of the sea of filth is felt even
in the brightest seconds: overbearing, perva¬
sive and tremendous! And now the boat
seems to be always on the verge of tipping
over. What is worse, there is that constant,
tragic fear of some pre- announced wave,
that will come, that must come sooner or
later to crash the boat, to swallow them back
into the dirty, pornographic belly of the sea
monster. What quiet tragedy has Mr.
Anderson created! How microscopic and
subtle and truthful!

Still, Punch Drunk Love (whose title car¬
ries reference to a song by the modem kings
of strangeness, the band Radiohead) is a
pinch underdone, as if the director had sud¬
denly become frightened of his own cre¬
ation, and had cut it short. Similarly, his ear¬
lier and most well known movie Magnolia
suffers from the same problem, though
inversely. Magnolia is the most exuberant of
his movies, perhaps too exuberant, and for
this same reason the weakest and the most
successful.
At any rate one must not miss Punch
Drunk Love if only for the short and brilliant
appearance of Philip Seymour Hoffman, a
true king of minor roles, and for its pungent
soundtrack.
On a side note, it also seems to be a talent
of Mr. Anderson to transform poor actors
into believable characters, for only a succes¬
sion of miracles could explain the strong
performances of Tom Cruise in Magnolia
and now of Adam Sandler.
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Coupon required. Expires 12/30/03. Not valid with any other
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applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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Where Commons Food Comes From
North Center, from page 12

Don’t Worry,
There’s Always
Next Year

Two 14” Large
One Topping

your agency as a citizen. Supporting local
farms is a great way to nurture your health,
community, and planet. So write some nap¬
kins, congratulate Commons when they serve
us Nezinscot jams, stop to think for a minute
before your next meal.
WHY BUY LOCAL??
-If every family in ME spent $10 of their gro¬
cery budget on locally grown food each

week, there would be $100 million circulating
in the ME economy every 6 months
-2 acres of US farmland are lost to sprawl
every minute
-The average piece of food in the US travels
1,400 miles before it’s eaten
-For every calorie of food consumed in the US,
an average of 10 calories of fossil fuel were
spent in shipping
-It takes leafy greens 6 days from harvest to
loose 50% of their nutrients
-On average, it takes 5 days to ship food from
CAtoME

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
“Barton Fink” (1991)
Directed by Joel and Ethan Coen
With John Goodman, John Turturro, Steve Buschemi, and John Polito
The Plot:
Barton Fink, a playwright gone Hollywood screenplay writer in 1941 Hollywood, develops severe writers block while
assigned to write a wrestling picture. He is further distracted by his completely insane yet very charismatic hotel neighbor,
Charlie Meadows, who potentially gives him a story to write about.
The Lowdown:
While writing the screenplay for A Miller’s Crossing, the Coen Brothers were succumbed with writers block, and so decided
to make a film about writers block: what they got was Barton Fink. This film is superb with the usual Coen brother’s deappan humor, beautifully created characters, and a mystery box that can only be paralleled with the suitcase in Tarentino’s Pulp
Fiction.
Tagline:
Between Heaven and Hell There’s Always Hollywood!
Quotation:
Geisler: Look, you confused? You need guidance? Talk to another writer.
Barton: Who?
Geisler: Jesus, throw a rock in here, you'll hit one. And do me a favor, Fink: throw it hard.
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Who do you want to speak at
Commencement?

“Walter from ‘The Big
Lebowski’; STRONGBAD!”

“Bon Jovi ”

“Frank the Tank, a.k.a.
Will Ferrell from ‘Old
School.’”

“Ed Norton, ‘cause he is
hot.”

Jackie Bowie and Ben Leoni
‘05

Lauren Randall and Katie
Harris ‘04

Hilary Domush, Lindsay
Gary, Erin Moore and
Mandy Dunlap ‘03

Christine Beckwith and
Lindley Brainard ‘06

Photographs by Becky Greenberg, Reported by Sarah Paruolo

Next Week...
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We are now accepting submissions for
The Bates Spudent, the annual satire
issue of The Bates Student. Please email
submissions to
thebatesstudent@hotmail.com or drop
them in box 309. The deadline for all
submissions is Monday, May 12 by 5
pm. No exceptions! Anything goes, but
we still reserve the right to edit for con¬
tent and clarity.
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Valid at participating stores only.
' Not valid with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.

BUFFALO CHICKEN KICKERS
10 ALL WHITE MEAT CUTS OF
CHICKEN BAKED WITH A KICK OF
BUFFALO. INCLUDES HOT SAUCE &
BLEU CHEESE OR RANCH DRESSING
FOR DIPPING.

Expires: 5/31/03
participating stores only.
Not valid with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.
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Northrup Of Bates Wins Decathlon
Event At New England Division Ills
Joseph Northrup of Bates added 3,042
points to his previous day’s total to win the
decathlon at the New England Division III
Outdoor Track and Field Championships at a
rain drenched Russell Street Track and Field
Complex Friday afternoon. Northrup’s twoday total was 6,402 points which is an NCAA
provisional qualifier.
Northrup did not place first in the remain¬
ing five events, but finished in the top three of
each event to secure the victory after entering
today 76 points out of first. He finished sec¬
ond in the 110 meter hurdles (16.05), the dis¬
cus throw (113-04) and the pole vault (12-11).
Northrup finished third in the javelin (140-

00) and in the 1500 meter run (4:40.19).
Coming in a distant second was
Middlebury’s Kristoph Becker, also with an
NCAA provisional qualifier total, 6,103
points. The NESCAC champion in the
javelin, he blew away the competition with a
throw of 190-00. His nearest competitor’s
throw was almost 45-feet shorter. Becker also
finished first in the discus throw with a dis¬
tance of 124-08. Scott MacDonald of ColbySawyer College tallied 5707 points and took
first in the 110 meter hurdles with a time of
15.86. Yesterday’s leader, Matt Waranius of
Coast Guard fell to fourth place with 5,622
points.

WOMEN’S TRACK FINISHES TIED FOR
12TH AT NEW ENGLAND DIIIS.
The Bates College women’s outdoor
track and field teams finished in a tie for
12th place at the New England Division
III Championships held Saturday after¬
noon at Williams College. The host
school, Williams, won the title. Bates
improved its finish by five spots from last
season.
Kelly Godsey (Parker, Colo.) set a
school record with a throw of 172-08 in
the hammer throw, breaking her own mark
that sahe set earlier this year by over three
feet. The mark was the best in the meet.
Liz Wanless (Belleville, Ill.) finished
second in the shot put with a mark of 4802.75, and Godsey placed fourth with a

toss of 42-11.50.
Kelley Puglisi (Scotia, N.Y.) finished in
a tie of sixth in the 1500 meter run, cross¬
ing the line at 4:40.82, an NCAA provi¬
sional time.
Katherine Creswell (Portland, Ore.) fin¬
ished seventh in the 10,000 meter run with
a time of 40:22.40.
Christina Rivard (Auburn, Maine) fin¬
ished in a tie for seventh in the 200 meter
dash with a time of 26.91.
The 4x400 relay team came in eighth
place with a time of 4:39.26. Members of
the team are: Rivard, Leslie Milk (Elma,
N.Y.), Puglisi and Kim Whipkey
(Portland, Maine).

Boe-Wiegaard Selected Williams Downs Baseball
Twice; 9-4 and 4-3
First-Team All-NESCAC
HARTFORD, CONN - Colin Joyner Joyner, an all-conference performer in
was named NESCAC Player of the Year both singles and doubles in 2002, was
following, the 2003 NESCAC Men’s the only player this season to earn all¬
Tennis Championship. Joyner, a senior conference honors in singles and dou¬
at
Bowdoin
bles.
Joyner
College,
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Williams College extended its win streak to
seven games with a doubleheader sweep of
Bates College, 9-4 and 4-3, in a non-confer¬
ence twinbill at Leahey Field.
In game one, Austin Lehn (Maplewood,
N.J.) blasted a three-run home run over the
left field fence to key a four-run fourth
inning, leading the Ephs to the win. Matt
Casey (Garden City, N.Y.) had an RBI single
earlier in the inning.
Bates, down 6-0, plated three runs in the
bottom of the fourth on a pair of fielder’s
choice plays and a well executed rundown
with runners at first and third, Nate Maxwell
(Newport, Vt.) got hung up in the run down
allowing Rob Maguire (Wayland, Mass.) to
score.
In the fifth, Matt Peterson (Marblehead,
Mass.) singled home Owen Miehe (Glen
Rock, N.J.) to bring the Bobcats to within
two runs.
The Ephs scored three more times in the
top of the seventh, aided by a two-run single
by Michael Overend (Hebron, Conn.) and a
suicide squeeze by Casey plated Mark
Chmiel (Houston, Tex.).
Ryan Paylor (Braintree, Mass.) picked up
his third win in as many decisions after hurl¬
ing 4.2 innings and scattering six hits and
allowing three earned runs. Robert Coppola
(Orange, Conn.) earned his third save of the
season after finishing the last 2.1 innings,
allowing one hit.
Chris Gwozdz (Cheshire, Mass.) (0-5)
picked up the complete game loss, tossing
seven innings and striking out six batters.

In the nightcap, a Matthew Dahlman (Short
Hills, N.J.) single through the right side
scored Jabe Bergeron (Chesterfield, N.H.) to
put Williams (25-8) ahead for good, 4-3.
The Ephs to a quick 3-0 lead in the second
when Overend hit a run-scoring double down
the right field line and then he advanced to
third when the Bates rightfielder misplayed
the ball allowing another run to score. Lehn
then followed with a single, scoring Overend
from third.
Bates (8-19) also took advantage of miscues when in the second inning, after a
Charlie Engasser (Chanhassen, Minn.) leadoff walk, Maguire would reach on a throwing
error from Williams’ third baseman and both
would advance a base as the throw went into
the stands. Nate Reid (Greenfield, Mass.)
grounded out to first, scoring Engasser. and
the Adam Taranto (Sudbury, Mass.) singled to
the hole at deep shortstop to score the other
run.
The Bobcats would tie the game in the third
after a Peterson double and a Maxwell infield
hit put runners at the comers with one out.
Pitcher Leo Salinger (Kansas City, Mo.) tried
to fake to third and throw to first, but was
called for a balk.
Salinger (3-0) earned the win after going
5.1 innings and giving up six hits and two
earned runs. Coppola finished the final 1.2
innings to earn his fourth save of the year and
second of the day.
Ryan Weaver (Canton, Ohio) (1-1) tossed
6.1 effective innings, scattering eight hits and
recording three strikeouts.
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William Boe-Wiegaard
named all-NESCAC firstteam for men’s tennis, p. 11.
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BASEBALL FALLS TO #22 TRINITY
22nd-ranked Trinity College scored eight
runs in the first two innings in route to a 10-5
win over Bates College in a New England
Small College Athletic Conference East
Division baseball game Sunday afternoon at
Leahey Field.
With the win, Trinity clinches the top seed in
the division, having taken two-of-three from
Tufts (9-3 NESCAC) earlier this season. The
Bantams will open up against either. Williams
or Middlebury Friday, May 9 at Amherst, in
the NESCAC Tournament opening round.
It didn’t take Trinity (19-8, 9-3 NESCAC)
long to get on the board. After a leadoff walk,
Jayme Dorr (Osterville, Mass.) cracked his
ninth home run of the season over the left field
fence to put the Bantams up 2-0. They scored
another run later in the inning to go up, 3-0.
Bates (8-17, 4-8) countered with a pair of
unearned runs in the bottom half of the inning.
Adam Taranto (Sudbury, Mass.) led off the
inning by reaching first after grounding out to
shortstop, but on the throw, Trinity’s first baseman dropped the ball.
After a strike out and a passed ball, Nate
Maxwell (Newport, Vt.) chopped a ball in
front of the plate that no one could handle.
After a ground out moved the runners up a

base, Rob Maguire (Wayland, Mass.) hit a
short pop fly in behind third base where the
shortstop dropped the ball allowing both run¬
ners to score.
Trinity came out and plated five runs in the
second to give starter Chris Rodday (Concord,
Mass.) some breathing room. Kurt Piantek
(Wallingford, Conn.) and Billy
Wise (Longmeadow, Mass.) each had tworun singles in the inning. The Bobcats would
cut the lead to four after a two-run double by
Drew McKenna (Middleborough, Mass.) in
the fifth, but that would be a close as Bates
could come.
Dorr and Andrew Fries (Dublin, Ohio) each
collected three hits for the Bantams. Trinity’s
first six hitters went 12-for-28 with 12 hits,
nine runs scored and 10 RBI. Rodday upped
his record to 3-0 on the season after going five
innings and striking out four batters.
Five Bobcats had two hits on the afternoon
and Taranto scored a pair of runs. Jon Furbush
(South Portland, Maine) took the loss after
hurling four innings, giving up six hits and
issuing six free passes.
Bates College hosted Williams College in a
non-conference doubleheader Monday, May 5
at 1:00 p.m.

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

A Bobcat ball-player lets one rip against Williams on Monday. See story,
page 11.

Middlebury
Outplays Men’s
Tennis

USM Deals
Softball A
DoubleWhammy
University of Southern Maine pitchers
Katie Mainville (Coopers Mills, Maine)
and Melissa Henderson (Newburyport,
Mass.) limited Bates College to nine hits
and one run over two games, as the
Huskies swept the Bobcats in a doubleheader at Towers’ Field on Wednesday
afternoon.
Henderson fanned five and scattered
five hits to lead the Huskies to a 5-1 tri¬
umph in the opener, while Mainville
struck out two and allowed but four hits
in the 6-0 win in the nightcap. The game
marked the regular season finale for each
team, and left the
Huskies with an overall mark of 25-12,
while the Bobcats stand at 8-17. In the
first game, the team’s played five-and-ahalf-scoreless innings, before the Huskies
put the game out of reach with five runs
in the bottom of the sixth. Sophomore
Kristen Tong (Swanzey, N.H.) led off the
frame with a triple, and later scored on a
single by
senior Sarah McLean
(Portsmouth. R.I.). The big hit of the
inning came from sophomore
Natasha Jackson (Augusta, Maine), who
stroked a bases-loaded double to drive in
the final two runs.
Bates answer with one in the top of the
frame when junior Cami Dyson (Arvada,
Col.) led off with a double, and was
chased home on a single from senior
Krissie Whiting (Contoocook, N.H.).
The second game witnessed the Huskies
take a 1-0 lead, through one, add single
runs in the second and fifth, before scor¬
ing three runs in the sixth. Tong enjoyed
another productive contest, collecting
three hits and scoring two runs, while sen¬
ior Renee Heath (Brunswick, Maine) had
two hits and three RBI, and junior Jordan
Gatcomb (Wells, Maine) roped a solo
home run.
For the Bobcats, Dyson notched a pair
of doubles in three trips to the plate to
finish the twinbill with three doubles.

After winning its first and only other
NCAA match since 1995, the Bates men’s
tennis team fell to Middlebury. With the win,
Middlebury has advanced to the quarterfinals
of the NCAA Division III Men’s Tennis
Championships with a 4-3 win over Bates.
The Panthers won four of six singles
matches, while losing two of three doubles
contests. This is the furthest any Middlebury
tennis team has gone as the Panthers boast
al2-3 record, while being ranked third in the
country.
The quarterfinals will take place on
Wednesday, May 14th at Gustavus Adolphus
College in St. Peter, Minnesota. Match-ups
will be announced on Monday.
Final Score: Middlebury 4, Bates 3
Jackie Bowie/The Bates Student

Members of the Bates softball team gather for a somber huddle during
Wednesday’s game against USM.

#1 SINGLES
Will Boe-Wiegaard (Bates) def. Justin
Ingoglia (Midd.) - 6-2, 6-4
#2 SINGLES
Nathan Edmunds (Midd.) def. Alex
MacDonald (Bates) - 2-6. 6-4, 6-1
#3 SINGLES
Brian Waldron (Midd.) def. Brett Carty
(Bates) - 6-4, 4-6, 6-4
#4 SINGLES
Sam Duvall (Bates) def. Ari Beilin (Midd.)
6-2, 6-7, 6-2
#5 SINGLES
Steve Hulce (Midd.) def. Blake Wayman
(Bates) - 6-1, 6-1
#6 SINGLES
Jeff Oldenburg (Midd.) def. Tristan Beach
(Bates) - 6-3, 6-4
#1 DOUBLES
MacDonald/Duvall def. Stu Brown/Hulce
(Midd.) - 8-4
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Rounding the corner at last week’s men’s track meet.

#2 DOUBLES
Waldron/Edmunds def. BoeWiegaard/David Meyer (Bates) - 8-2
#3 DOUBLES
Carty/Beach (Bates) def.
Ingoglia/Oldenburg (Midd.) - 9-7

